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ABSTRACT 

Within the last decade, Egypt and Turkey relations have been tremendous chain of events and also challenges, although there 

are some signals about the rapprochement today. Especially right after the military coup of the el-Sisi in Egypt and the 

liquidation of Muslim Brotherhood members from the Egyptian political life, Turkey's Egypt perception has dramatically 

changed. Turkey who modified its foreign policy compatible with the ontological backgrounds of new administration after 

the 2000s has evaluated current situations in Egypt as a threat to its security. However, the security perception of Turkey, in 

this manner, is not only related to her physical security or material interests but also her security of being. This paper is built 

on arguments of the ontological security theory which addresses neglected parts of security studies. Between Turkey and 

Egypt, although there are lots of parameters in bilateral relations and regional politics, it is clear that ontological security 

cannot be excluded from this equation. 

 Keywords: Ontological (in)security, Turkey, Egypt, Anxiety, Rationality, The East-Med Dispute. 

 

TÜRKİYE VE MISIR ARASINDA ONTOLOJİK GÜVEN(SİZ)LİK: 

YAKINLAŞMA OLASILIĞI 

 

ÖZ 

Son on yıl, her ne kadar son zamanlarda ilişkilerin iyileştirilmesi ve muhtemel bir yakınlaşma adına sinyaller gözlense de 

Türkiye-Mısır ilişkileri muazzam olaylar silsilesine ve çekişmelerine tanıklık etmektedir. Özellikle el-Sisi’nin 2013’te askeri 

bir darbeyle yönetimi ele geçirmesi ve ardından Müslüman Kardeşlerin Mısır politik hayatından tasfiye edilmesi ile başlayan 

süreç Türkiye’nin Mısır politikasında oldukça dramatik değişikliklere sebep olmuştur. 2000’li yıllarda Türkiye’de iktidara 

gelen yeni yönetim ontolojik kodları ile doğru orantılı bir şekilde dış politikasını tâdil etmiş ve bu bağlamda Mısır’da cereyan 

eden gelişmeler Türk dış politika yapıcıları tarafından bir tür güvenlik tehdidi olarak algılanmıştır. Ancak bu güvenlik tehdidi 

fiziki güvenlik veya materyal çıkarlarla bağlantılı olmaktan çok varoluşunun güvenliği ile ilgili meselelere haizdir. Bu 

çalışma güvenlik çalışmaları içerisinde ihmal edilen bir olgu olan ontolojik güvenlik teorisi çerçevesinde argümanlara yer 

vermektedir. Türkiye ve Mısır arasında ikili ilişkilerinde ve bölgesel politikalarında birçok parametre yer alsa da ontolojik 

güvenlik meselesinin bu denklemin dışında tutulamayacağı açıktır. 

Anahtar Kelimeler: Ontolojik Güven(siz)lik, Türkiye, Mısır, Rasyonellik, Kaygı, Doğu Akdeniz Çekişmesi. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It is possible to find lots of imported concepts from other disciplines within the International 

Relations (IR) discipline. Its multidisciplinary nature provides an eclectic structure to the IR. One of 

them is ontological security imported from the Sociology discipline has brought innovation to the IR, 

especially to security studies. For few decades, a considerable amount of scholar has adopted this 

alternative approach. Like being in almost all IR theories, there are many common arguments, main 

proponents, or unperfected and criticized methodologies. Nonetheless, there is no doubt that ontological 

security clarifies some cases and fills significant blanks in security studies. Ontological security 

prioritizes the needs of identities and seeks the continuation of its narratives and routines. Unlike 

traditional security studies, which broadly claim that survival and physical existence is the most 

significant issues, ontological security points out a more comprehensive security approach in which 

cognitive elements of states are also effective in the foreign policy process. 

In this paper, the current relations between Egypt and Turkey will be handled within the 

framework of the ontological security theory and in this context, an answer to the problematique of the 

rapprochement between these two states will be sought. Although it is difficult to answer this question 

because of the very actual topic to make a further prediction, principal arguments of ontological security 

can provide some clues about that, at least it can ensure the clarification of the ongoing process. 

Current developments in Egypt throughout the Arab Spring have been evaluated by Turkish 

foreign policy-makers as a critical process that able to affect their self-imaginations and discourses, 

which originated from their ontological backgrounds and world perceptions. The military coup in Egypt 

and the liquidation of the Muslim Brotherhood from the Egyptian political scene have been perceived 

as a substantial challenge towards the regional vision of Turkish Foreign Policy (TFP). Also, the 

antagonist efforts of the new Egyptian government against Turkey have triggered the degeneration of 

relations between the two countries. In this regard, the ontological security theory has come in possession 

of eligible floors to analyses ongoing relations. Although different levels within the state have 

contradictory ontological priorities or perceptions, in the last instance the government is the chief 

representative and also the major actor in foreign policy decisions. In Rumelili words (2020), the 

ontological security theory can be more explanatory when scholars use it within ''a specific moment in 

an ongoing process'' and within a singular analysis level.   

This paper has divided into two main parts, which are the theoretical framework and the case 

study. The first part also has an additional part under the name of 'rationality' in ontological security. 

After the mention of basic arguments and proponents of the ontological security theory, rationality will 

be handled as a specific subtitle in which essential differentiating points of rationality in terms of 

ontological security will be considered.  

In the case study part, firstly key topics which caused ontological (in)security among two states 

will be taken into consideration. Particularly, what kind of sense of self has caused to emerge an 

ontological security need from the point of Turkey in the case of Egypt is trying to be analyzed. 

Alterations of TFP vision in past decades will be briefly underlined due to their effects on current TFP 

discourses and Turkey's prominent identity-based needs. Also, in this part, the main discourses of foreign 

policymakers of both countries on specific issues will be considered within the context of the ontological 

security theory. In the following subsection of the case study part, rationality in the ontological security 

topic will be tried to assessed within the dispute of Eastern Mediterranean (East-Med). One of the main 

arguments of the ontological security theory is that states can behave as an irrational actor to satisfy their 

own ontological security needs. However, when viewed from this angle, rationality is retaken critically 

in ontological security studies. If states are not only formed by physical existences but also cognitive 

elements, efforts of states to provide ontological security or avoid outcomes of an neglected ontological 
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security should also be evaluated as rational. So, the East-Med dispute will be addressed within this 

context.  

In the theoretical part of this paper, most of the primary sources about the ontological security 

theory are used because of its newly emerging nature. In this manner, the usage of primary sources has 

been evaluated as important in the paper. Especially in the second part, by the usage of media sources 

often (especially public broadcasting ones), leader's discourses will be stood out. Ontological security 

studies benefit from the discourse analysis method since it enables the sub-textual readings to a 

researcher. Because of fact that discourses, self-narratives, specific statements are of great significance 

to analyze state policies, the ontological security theory tries to carefully urge upon this methodology. 

With Neumann's words (2008) discourses are representatives of institutionalized meanings. These 

meanings stem from actors' ontological existences that formed within the socialization process. So, in 

this regard, discourses particularly are emphasized in this paper. And at the conclusion part, the general 

evaluation of the paper, further possible predictions will be pointed out. In that sense, this paper offers 

an alternative way of thinking to ongoing relations between two countries that in the shadow of 

mainstream IR theories' explanations and traces to dynamics and possibilities of a rapprochement of 

Turkey and Egypt in this context.  

 

ONTOLOGICAL SECURITY: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK  

 

Basis of Ontological Security 

The debate between neo-liberalism and neo-realism and its rationalist outcomes, also debate 

between positivism and post-positivism and its dissatisfied epistemological approaches has provided an 

eligible floor to constructivism and to be an attractive approach. In other words, constructivism had 

discovered the window of opportunity of mainstream IR theories house and moved in.   

Especially after the 1980s, the security concept has evaluated more comprehensively, which was 

neglected before by mainstream IR theories. According to Baldwin, the security concept is a neglected 

concept, especially during the Cold War era in that intensive references to military issues, and used to 

justify wars, explain massive government expenses for physical security. His questions of 'security of 

whom' and 'security of which values' are key inquisitions that also pointed out the ambiguity of the 

concept (Baldwin, 1997: 13). In course in time, the security concept has gained more importance due to 

its widened and deepened nature. Buzan stated in his article, has given attention to alternative approaches 

of security concepts traditionalist security studies (Buzan, 1997) has caught that in a trap. In this regard, 

constructivist IR theory has made important contributions to security studies. Socially constructed 

factors in the securitizing process, the role of identity is overemphasized in this manner.  

There is an impenetrable relation between human nature and international theories. 

Personification or imagination of states, structures, systems as a person has been a widespread effort, 

especially throughout in theorizing processes in political science and IR disciplines (Wendt 2004, Wolfer 

1962, Mitzen 2006, Wight 2006), in which human nature has handled as a starting point to explaining, 

understanding or making up the world. For instance, one of the six principles of realism indicated by 

Morgenthau that politics and society are governed by objective laws whose roots in human nature 

(Morgenthau 1978: 4-15). So, especially in rationalist theories, human nature has been used as the source 

of legitimacy for state behaviors. In this regard, within a critical approach, sources of security have also 

been assessed in a more comprehensive way which is intertwined with human nature. Security 

motivations of states can be interpreted as human beings and their security-seeking behaviors.  
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In that sense, ontological security broadly has arisen from constructivist, post-structuralist, and 

critical IR theories. It has offered an alternative way of thinking to explain the securitization of identical 

and cognitive matters for states. In that sense, IR scholars (Behravesh 2018; Browning 2015; Huysmans 

1998; McSweeney 1999; Mitzen 2006; Steele 2007, 2008; Kinnvall 2004,2006; Krolikowski 2008; 

Zarakol 2010; Lupovici 2012; Subotić 2016; Rumelili 2014, 2015) has shown great favor to the rising 

of ontological security especially in security studies within a wide field of studies namely (self) identity, 

collective memory, peace and conflict, nation-branding, state revisionism, security communities, fear, 

and anxiety, etc. 

Ontological security claims that socially constructed states have cognitive routines and this 

environment is no less important than the physical needs of states and relationally security is not only 

related to physical integrity but also physiological existences. So, the security of states cannot be utilized 

only in terms of material and physical motivations. With Mitzen's words (2006, p. 351), one of the 

pioneer scholars of ontological security studies claims that: 

"Physical security-seeking assumes that states have something like 'bodies' that can 

die. What exactly is the state's body? Territory? True, like the body, the state's territory gives 

it a spatial boundary; but certain body parts are essential to human functioning — brain, 

heart, etc. — whereas it is not obvious that any particular piece of the state is similarly 

essential." 

For Baldwin, the neorealist approach to security should be discussed. Neorealism gives great 

attention to security, and that is using security as a synonym of survival, and the concept is also restricted 

with national security (Baldwin, 1997: 10-11). On the other hand, ontological security makes 

overemphasizes the ongoing identical and cognitive beings of states like human beings. Ontological 

security is a kind of cocoon or basic trust system of actors in which they are always within a struggle 

against threats to not only their physical securities but also cognitive routines (Mitzen, 2006: 346). In 

this regard, all states need to have a continued self-narrative. 

Anthony Giddens (1984; 1990; 1991), is the pioneer scholar who uses ontological security in 

sociology that has been already used in psychology. Definition of ontological security by Giddens (1991: 

243) is ''a sense of continuity and order in events.'' So, this more comprehensive approach to security 

provides the opportunity for ontological security to differentiate itself from traditional security 

approaches, which ordinarily figure out security as survival. Giddens also defines (in)security as (1991) 

''individuals are uncomfortable with who they are (Giddens, 1991: 47). Ontological security, as opposed 

to security as survival, is security as being.'' In this manner, individuals (states also) want to preserve a 

sense of continuity, trust, and order. Any kind of threat against institutionalized routines of self-identity 

causes anxiety. Mitzen indicates that (Mitzen, 2006: 348-349) ''make sense of their world'' is the 

preliminary necessitates of the actors, in case of lack of this requirement actors are going to start seeking 

for satisfying its missing piece of the cognitive puzzle. 

In this manner, distinguishing fear from anxiety is important since each of them causes different 

consequences (Giddens 1991; Gustafsson and Krickel-Choi 2020; Kierkegaard 2014; Kinnvall and 

Mitzen 2020, Steele 2008). Fear occurs when a state's physical existence gets into the challenge. On the 

other hand, anxiety, as an obvious outcome that stems from threats to ontological security, emerges when 

the self-identity of states is under threat. In other words, "thus anxiety comes about when someone's 

identity is challenged; fear arises when someone's survival is threatened." (Steele, 2008: 51-52). So, 

possibly, states also prefer the continuation of security dilemmas to avoid anxiety. Because, if states 

cannot overcome anxieties, maintaining self-narratives and cognitive routines will be more difficult.  

Like the abovementioned, the sense of self is a very important component of states' existence. It 

is almost impossible to easily claim that ontological security is less significant than material realities. 
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Consistency of self-narratives, the importance of identity-based routines is also undeniable realities of 

the security of states. When a state ignores physical security threats, some of the expected results such 

as arms races, wars, etc. On the other hand, it is difficult to calculate outcomes of ignoring threats to 

ontological security. (Steele, 2008, pp. 51-52). Initially, it can be argued that if states neglect ontological 

security needs, they can lose their plausibility in domestic politics. If the voting behavior of domestic 

audiences is more on behalf of identity-based interests, neglecting ontological security needs can cause 

a loss of prestige for the ruling party. On the other hand, states also want to maintain their reputation or 

identity in the international arena. In this regard, inconsistency between foreign policies and ontological 

security can also pull down the soft-power of the state in targeted publics and also damaged their 

cognitive integrities. Shame is accentuated by some scholars as to the main proponent of the ontological 

security of states (Gustafsson, 2015; Lebovic and Voeten, 2006; Steele, 2008; Youde, 2014; Zarakol, 

2011), Steele focuses on 'shame' as an important outcome that "consistently ignored threats to ontological 

security produce [...] 'shame' for actors. In other words, "the radical disconnect produced when national 

ontological security is disrupted" (Steele, 2008: 3-54). Shame has two forms which are retrospective and 

prospective ones. States can feel shame due to their past policies and also in current situations states 

develop a forward-looking meant that what will happen in the future depends on the state's present 

actions. In ongoing events, states get position also according to their ontological security needs to avoid 

prospective shames otherwise self-narratives and self of senses of states will be damaged. (Steele, 2008: 

3-11) 

 

Rationality in Ontological Security 

Rationality has become a controversial topic in the state's decision-making process and its 

position within the IR theories, especially in the frame of critical readings of post-positivism and 

reflectivism (Choi 2015; Kahler 1998; Reus-smit 1999). In that sense, rationality has also been 

considered by the ontological security studies in a critical and alternative way.  One of the main 

arguments of the ontological security theory is that states in some conditions can follow some policies, 

even if they are irrational. According to the rational choice theory, states make cost and benefit analyses 

and choose the most appropriate option to prevent their national interests. However, in this point of view, 

rationality is handled only in terms of physical and material interests related to survival, power 

maximization, etc. Concordantly, honor-driven or moral actions of states or actions which can be very 

dangerous for national security or survival of state are assessed as irrational actions especially by realist 

school (Steele, 2008: 40-94). According to the ontological security perspective, foreign policies of states 

which seeking continuity and certainty in self-narratives and identical needs also should be evaluated as 

rational since physical security and ontological security complete each other and none of them is 

important than the other.  

In the meantime, the logic of consequences and logic of appropriations dichotomy is important 

in terms of rationality issues in ontological security studies. Houghton, the scholar who works on foreign 

policy behavior in constructivism, claims that (2007): 

"norms, ideas, and expectations affect the way through which the state pursues the 

aims of its foreign policy, while the importance of shared norms of appropriateness at the 

systemic level has been underscored. National culture and national identity shape what are 

perceived to be the interests of the state." 

So, even if so-called irrational actions made with the logic of appropriations are evaluated by 

ontological security studies as rational. Policy-makers consider their cognitive safeties, in which 

rationality is not only a constant and well-defined factor. 
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In this aspect, another important point about the rationality issue in ontological security is on 

security dilemma as an important outcome of the system itself realists argued is also evaluated differently 

by ontological security studies. For realist school, within an anarchical structure of the world, states do 

not trust each other and can never feel secure. So, in this security dilemma, actions such as power 

maximization, internal balancing are the most rational options of states. In realist IR theories, a security 

dilemma is an inevitable outcome of state relations since there is no trustful nature in an anarchic 

international system. And arms races are usual consequences of a security dilemma. In other words, 

security dilemmas and arms races continue within a vicious cycle. Even if they want to avoid this costly 

cycle, they cannot. On the other hand, according to the ontological security approach, a security dilemma 

has emerged in a social process in which states also constitute their self-narratives. In this regard, states 

do not want to avoid security dilemma even if it is costly or irrational. Indeed, the removal of the security 

dilemma means also abolishing self-narratives and cognitive routines formed through the socialization 

of the security dilemma process. At that point, the states evaluate security dilemma as a continuation of 

self, so this situation provides states a kind of clearness in their relations (Mitzen, 2006:  341-352). In 

that sense, states can also prefer the continuation of conflictual relationships even if it will be meant that 

their material/physical interests do not demand (Mitzen and Larson, 2017: 6). So, unlike rational cost 

and benefit analysis, states can also follow these so-called irrational policies. In brief, a security dilemma 

that is considerably nourished from ontological insecurity is likely to stalemate to relations between 

actors. Even actors can also prefer the continuation of this security dilemma if it is available for their 

ontological security needs. 

There are important cases in the history underlined by Steele that illustrate the relation between 

rationality and ontological security. For instance, Belgium's rejection of the German ultimatum in WWI 

(right to the free passage from Belgium territory) though can be seemed as irrational for physical 

survival. In terms of Belgium's ontological security, it was unpredictable but rational and also a must for 

ontological survival. Belgian declared herself as 'perpetually neutral' in 1831 however in WWI, after the 

declaration of the German ultimatum, Belgium had taken a vital decision that rejected Germany's 

ultimatum and closed its territory against German troops although she was aware of its possible 

devastating consequences. In this case, Belgian self-narrative has rested upon an emphasis on 'her neutral 

policy', her values, and her future perception. Also, the self-narrative of Belgium is based upon external 

honor components. In other words, rather than Belgium's bibliographical narrative and historical 

perspectives, Belgium leaders also have sought the self-identity of Europeans. They felt that if Belgium 

permitted German's free passage from their territory, European identity inherited from enlightenment 

and her precious ancestors would be greatly damaged (Steele, 2008: 95-113).  

Another example is Britain's policy of neutrality during the American Civil War. Slavery was 

abolished by Britain in 1833 (The Slavery Abolish Action) although it was very costly for own economy. 

So, after these 'costly moral actions', Britain has constituted a self-narrative and defined herself as an 

advocator of antislavery action and libertarian state. So, after the declaration of the Emancipation 

Proclamation by Abraham Lincoln representative of the North States which is about the abolishment of 

slavery, Britain decided to be neutral in American Civil War even if she had been close economic 

relations with the Southern American states (Steele, 2008: 76-93). In sum, actions that drive from 

ontological security needs are also rational. In this regard, moral and humanitarian actions and all kinds 

of efforts made to avoid potential outcomes of neglected ontological security should be evaluated as 

rational. 
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TURKEY AND EGYPT: ONTOLOGICAL (IN)SECURITIES 

 

An evaluation of TFP Discourses and Egypt Perceptions in the context of Ontological 

Security 

Turkish Foreign Policy (TFP) has been shaped by different domestic actors whose ontological 

backgrounds can affect foreign policy decisions and the geopolitical imagination of Turkey throughout 

her history. The secular state-centric Kemalists, the Turkic-Nationalists, and Islamic conservatives are 

the main representative of different ontological entities in Turkish political life that affect foreign 

policies (Yesiltas, 2014: 27). Islamic conservatives have been effective for few decades whose 

ontological background is the primary fuel of the TFP. This new foreign policy approach has started to 

constitute new self-narratives and strived to conceptualize TFP efforts. Here within a parenthesis the 

level of unit issue in ontological security study should be handled. Due to the fragmentation of 

international affairs at the level of different actors, an assertion that states are solid or monolithic actors 

in international affairs is almost impossible. In ontological security studies, states' discourses, narratives, 

senses of selves have substantially been evaluated according to the state's formal statements and policies. 

Although there are fragmented ontological security perceptions within the society, states as a formal 

representation of the majority, the ontological security theory considers policymakers' behaviors and 

their formal relations to analyze ontological security needs and outcomes. In short, it can be indicated 

that the ontological security theory provides flexibility to explain in the context of units and their specific 

manoeuvres within their orders (Mitzen, 2006: 12, Steele, 2008, pp.15-20, Rumelili, 2020: 11). 

 In this era, leader perception and identity-based approaches have concretely affected TFP. In the 

new era of TFP, concepts of proactive foreign policy, moral/law-based, value-oriented, and normative 

foreign policy approaces have been dominated foreign affairs. 

It can be argued that new TFP has deeply originated from the ruling party's world perceptions 

and both realistic and normative motivations stem from their ontological backgrounds. Also, the sharp 

distinctions between internal and external policies cannot be seen in Turkey's case, both policies are used 

as a source of legitimacy for each other.2  

Another point in which ontological roots of the new TFP can be observed that Turkey's proactive 

policy is the realistic and rational choice product. Indeed, according to a new TFP, the sustainability of 

conventional reactive foreign policy in which Turkey's geopolitical sphere influence has been evaluated 

over the area defined by geographical and material capacity is not possible. Strengthening its position in 

the power equation depends on Turkey's proactive policies. Likewise, according to the geo-cultural 

approach of Turkey, unlike the geopolitical approach based on the material realities, Turkey's influence 

hinterland is based on socially constructed originated from subjective perceptions. In this sense, the 

proactivity is claimed to be an inevitable way for Turkey's foreign policy (Kardas, 2011: 29-30). 

Moral foreign policy is another discourse of the new TFP. Morality is not only related to a 

normative approach in TFP but by the way, it also covers realistic connotations. According to Keyman 

(Keyman, 2017: 56): 

 
2 For instance, Turkey’s supports to democracy movements in the Arab Rising has symbolized with a hand signal. And this hand signal 

has been easily adopted in domestic politics. This illustrates that there is no principal differentiation in internal and external politics in new 

TFP. Since both of them are originated from the same ontological security needs.  Esma al-Biltac, 17-year-old daughter of Dr. Mohammed 

al-Biltaci who was the Secretary General of the Freedom and Justice Party, the political wing of the Muslim Brotherhood, was killed with 

the sniper in 14 Agust 2013 in Rabaa Massacre. In these events Mursi and lots of MB members arrested and sent to prison. And Turkish 

Leader Erdogan has started to use the name of Rabaa both as a support to Ihwan members and then also with the political connotations in 

domestic politics. Afterwards, this hand signal has used as a referring to ‘one nation, one flag, one homeland, one state.’ 
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"…new Turkish foreign policy whose proactive nature and main principles are 

shaped by what I call 'moral realism,' that combines hard power-based military assertiveness 

and humanitarian norms in addition to new capacity- and strategy-based parameters… in the 

post Davutoglu era, foreign policy in Turkey has emerged with proactive moral realism as 

its main motto and modus operandi." 

So, new efforts of TFP in the region have been conceptualized by the policymakers as a moral 

foreign policy and even at the cost of being 'loneliness' but that portrayed as a 'precious' one. TFP 

policymakers are insistent about the continuation of this self-narrative.  

One of the important integral parts of the moral foreign policy of Turkey is consideration of the 

balance of freedom and democracy. So, especially after the Arab Rising, Turkey has emphasized the 

importance of democracies of the neighbor nations. The importance of democracy has been evaluated as 

the main proponent of security and stability. Especially after 2010, the existence of democratic regimes 

in the engaged state has been evaluated as very important. So, it can be claimed that the policy of zero 

problems with neighbor states has been modified as zero problems with neighbor publics (Balcı, 2013: 

286).    

Mohamed Morsi, who was the first leader elected in democratic elections (with 51.3% votes) 

after the 30 years of Hosni Mubarak's legacy in Egypt, has become president in 2012. Turkey promoted 

the new leader of Egypt who ontologically and politically promising partner for herself.  İbrahim Kalın, 

the chief advisor of Turkish PM: "the purpose of the visit is to show our support to the Egyptian people 

in their struggle to establish a democratic socio-political order based on justice, freedom, transparency, 

and rule of law" (Kotan, 2017). Erdogan in a speech at Cairo University during his Egypt visits: "with 

the revolution in Egypt, you showed all the world that tyranny won't be there forever… that autocratic 

and closed regimes are over." (Kotan, 2017). 

However, with the military coup under the leadership of Abdel Fattah el-Sisi, Egypt's chief 

commander, Morsi, and lots of members of Muslim Brotherhood (MB) members arrested and put in 

prison. Also, around 1000 people were killed during the protest known as Rabaa Massacre (Kotan, 2017). 

On 14 August 2013, it was one of the largest protests ever realized within one day. In squares, Egypt's 

military forces committed an enormous crime under the cover of 'for security reasons' (Roth, 2014). 

Throughout this process, Morsi and lots of MB members were exposed to torture in prison and he lost 

his life after a heart attack during a court session. Turkish President Erdogan stated that: "history will 

never forget those tyrants who led to his death by putting him in jail and threatening him with execution." 

(Business-Standard, 2019) 

One of the biggest reactions to the toppling of Morsi with an undemocratic way came from 

Turkey both at the level of representatives of government and the Turkish public from the conservative 

wing, particularly those who feel intimate with the MB movement and Freedom of Justice Party in Egypt. 

Henceforward, Turkey and Egypt relations have gone through a deep and extant diplomatic crisis.  

Critical situations are very important in ontological security in which states designed their 

policies against occurred citations within the frame of their self-interrogative reflexivity. According to 

Steele (2008), state agents could be confronted with critical situations which trigger 'an uncomfortable 

disconnect with the self and, thus, threaten the continuity and order in states' actions (Steele, 2008: 12-

150), 

The attitude of Turkey against a military coup in Egypt has been squared with Turkey's past 

undemocratic experiences and also current TFP discourses. States get position according to their 

motivations when a military coup happens in another country. There are two sources of motivation which 

are normative and material. Normative motivations of states against a military coup originated from a 
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belief in the protection of democracies against authoritarian regimes and actions. Material motivations 

of states are generally shaped by interests in economic, strategic, and security issues. On the other hand, 

when a military coup occurs, positive or negative signaling is indicated by the state that parallels to her 

motivation sources. In this manner normatively motivated states generally show negative signaling 

which interrogates the legitimacy of coup leaders (Yegin, 2016: 408-409).  

Turkey's normatively motivated negative signaling against the coup deeply bound up with 

Turkey's ontological security seeking. If Turkey has been supported to the coup or even neutral against 

the el-Sisi, it would be a challenge for Turkey's foreign policy narratives throughout the Arab Spring 

and also it would be caused to a negative impact on the persuasiveness and trustworthiness of Turkey in 

the region. So, Turkey's negative signaling against the coup has shown her ontological security-seeking 

behavior.  

The possible outcome of neglecting ontological security needs, as indicated before, is a 

prospective shame. In Egypt's case, it can be claimed that Turkey has avoided possible forthcoming 

outcomes of the neglected ontological security needs. If Turkey had shown positive signaling to the 

coup, Turkish foreign policymakers evaluated that it would be dangerous negative outcomes like 

prospective shame. Erdogan statement is important at that point: 

"I answer those who say why Tayyip Erdogan does not meet with el-Sisi...There are 

intermediaries, coming from time to time...I never meet such a person. First, he has to release 

all these people in prison with a general amnesty. We cannot meet with Sisi unless he releases 

it. The interviewees (with el-Sisi) will also be evaluated differently in history. The people of 

Egypt are our heart and soul, but el-Sisi himself, never." (DHA, 2019) 

Both countries declared their ambassadors persona non grata and downgraded diplomatic 

relations to the level of charge d'affaires (Al-Husseini, 2013). After these events, crises between the two 

states have deepened day by day until today. For instance, in 2019, the conquest of Constantinople has 

described as an occupation of Ottomans by the Dar-Al Ifta which is the top fatwa authority of Egypt 

(Menna, 2020). In 2019, el-Sisi's implicit recognition of the so-called Armenian genocide at the Munich 

Security Conference (Kira, 2019) was also important which passed into history as the first Arab leader 

who carries the so-called Armenian genocide to the international platforms. Additionally, in recent days, 

it is known that FETO has been to expand its domain on Egyptian society with the supports of el-Sisi's 

legacy and on Egyptian religious authorities that pointed out by the Turkish Foreign Minister M. 

Cavusoglu: ''we see FETO's efforts to increase mutual relations with Egypt'' (Guvel, 2016). These are 

Turkey's cognitive and identical red lines. These three examples also illustrate that how ontological 

insecurities can deepen the crises.  

Ontological security motivations have been specific weight in states' foreign relations. 

Particularly in Egypt-Turkey relations, while Turkey's attitude against the coup stems from its desire to 

the continuation of self-narratives of new TFP has been continued, Egypt's ontological insecurity 

feelings against Turkey has also deepened in following years after the coup. Especially after the lots of 

MB leaders defected to Turkey, the rising number of anti-Sisi-oriented Egyptian international students 

in Turkey has also caused a trigger in ontological insecurity of Egypt against Turkey. Thousands of MB 

leaders-they defined as terrorists by el-Sisi- are living in Turkey today and they can reach out to their 

audiences with conferences, communication instruments freely (McElroy, 2020). So, this also caused to 

increase ontological insecurity of Egypt against Turkey.   

There were some signals of Turkey on behalf of the rapprochement between Turkey and Egypt 

about specific issues. However, Turkey had put reservations to these signals that high protest against the 

military coup has continued. In this regard, it can be argued that Turkey has tried to normalize some 

issues like economic relations rather than high political issues within the framework of zero problems 
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with neighbors' publics. PM Yıldırım stated-just one month before the July 15 military coup attempt in 

Turkey-that: 

"We have been saying the same thing from the very beginning. Our President says 

very clearly. Any attempt against the will of the people is a coup. We do not accept. This is 

our sincere opinion. However, this should not hinder the commercial relations between the 

two countries. Economic and social relations can improve. The development of these 

relations is for the benefit of both peoples." (Aljazeera Turk, 2016) 

It is important in the Egypt case that Turkey has continued to its self-discourses of new TFP 

which claims that economic and social relations conscientiously differentiate with political 

disapprobation. In other words, Turkey has acted carefully in separating sub-actors like the economic 

sector from ongoing mutual relations about realpolitik and also ontological security needs. For instance, 

throughout the crises, trade volumes among Turkey and Egypt have raised at important rates, especially 

in 2018, a record trade volume realized between Turkey and Egypt (Galal, 2019). 

Despite all fluctuating relations, ontological security has been taken more place within the 

diplomatic agendas of two states. It should be underlined that after July 15 military coup attempt in 

Turkey has also additional impacts on the deepening of the crises between Turkey and Egypt. It has 

enhanced Turkey's ontological insecurity concerning the Egypt case. Turkey's sensibility against coup 

d'état has again dramatically increased. So, in terms of ontological security, the cost of recognizing a 

state whose leader comes to rule with a military coup has crucially increased for Turkey. 

This internal additional aspect and also other external aspects such as Egypt's supports for Libya 

and Sudan's undemocratic leaders and el-Sisi's Palestine policies have also considerably impacted the 

ontological security anxieties of Turkey. Because Egypt's inconsistent foreign policies with Turkey have 

also made sense for Turkey's ontological security needs rather than Turkey's physical interests within 

the region. 

In the following part, Turkey's and Egypt's diplomatic initiatives on the East-Med dispute 

throughout the crises will be handled. This is important due to fact that it illustrates that how mutual 

ontological insecurities can cause to differentiate in foreign policies. Even if they seem to be irrational 

in terms of physical interests, ontological security indicates that it should be also considered as rational 

foreign policy behavior taking the security of being into account. In this manner, Egypt's attitude in the 

East-Med dispute can be assessed as a textbook example. 

 

Rationality and Ontological Security: The East-Med dispute  

The Eastern Mediterranean (The East-Med) region includes lots of actors who rival each other. 

Especially after the discovering of natural gas resources, the region has become a more competitive field. 

National security disputes among actors in the region are not a recent phenomenon. Nevertheless, it can 

be claimed that disputes on natural sources discovered in the region have triggered political, social, 

economic polarization in East-Med. 

The neo-functionalist theory (Haas, 1958) believed that achieving convergence between 

sovereign states in one field of common policy would inevitably lead to spill over into other policy areas. 

In this point of view, the discovery of natural energy resources has been evaluated hopefully as an 

important beginning or even a milestone for a further peaceful atmosphere for regional actors. Since all 

operation steps extracting to transportation of natural resources could be made a positive effect to 

regional disputes via strong interdependence and incorporation effect between actors. However, current 
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developments in the East-Med are not an optimistic picture. It also illustrates that some ontological 

in(securities) among actors has been affected the regional policies incontrovertibly.  

Turkey and Egypt are the two main actors in the East-Med dispute. Egypt has the largest natural 

gas reserve field in the region. The Zohr Region has been known as a great potential for the Egyptian 

economy. However, in terms of cooperation with the other actors in the region, Egypt's policies are seen 

far from being rational (Acer, 2020). 

There are lots of bilateral and multilateral agreements among the regional performers, which are 

also one of the integral parts of their regional balancing efforts. For example, in the last instance, on 2 

January 2020, Greece, Southern Cyprus, and Israel agreed on build on 1.180 miles East-Med sub-sea 

pipeline to carry the East Med gas to Europe, although rejections of Turkey (Koutantou, 2020). Also, 

the EU is more prone to support this agreement. However, according to the researches and feasibility 

studies carried out by many independent organizations, it has been registered that the construction of 

1,900 km of the pipeline for 3.45 trillion cubic meters is wasteful and not profitable. Natural gas that 

will reach Europe from this line will be limited and not economical. Russian natural gas to Europe, 

Ukraine, Turkey, and North Stream and North Stream 2 in 1 go over the routes. If it is built, the price of 

the gas that will reach the East-Med natural gas pipeline will be at least twice as expensive as other 

routes and this project also contradicts with green energy project and global climate change project of 

the EU (Ulger, 2020). 

Egypt signed the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) agreement with Southern Cyprus in 2003 and 

with Greece in August 2020, to delimiting of maritime boundaries. She also pioneered the establishment 

of the so-called Eastern Mediterranean Gas Forum, which aimed to develop the region's natural gas 

market together with some countries (Begcecanli, 2020). On the other hand, Egypt has avoided an 

agreement with Turkey. According to the material cost-benefit analysis, Egypt's diplomatic initiatives 

are not rational. However, on the other hand, Egypt's bilateral and tripartite diplomatic initiatives are 

very critical in terms of rationality issues in ontological security. As in the abovementioned, states can 

behave so-called irrationally to provide consistency in their self-narratives and their sense of self. Here, 

it is difficult to understand the nature of alliances in the region within rational thinking. It seems more 

likely to political motivations which rooted in ontological in(securities) of the related actors. In this 

regard, while a possible EEZ agreement between Turkey and Egypt or more normatively among all 

related regional actors in an absolute gain logic will be fairer and more lawful, the actors have been 

failed to cooperate. This attitude, substantially originated from mutual ontological insecurities of both 

states, is not for the benefit of Turkey and Egypt, but especially for Egypt: 

"Having already lost 11,500 square km of its continental shelf with an agreement 

signed with the Greek Cypriot administration in 2003, Egypt also gave up about 15 thousand 

square km as a result of the agreement with Greece. It will gain 21,500 square km of its 

north-sea border if the country reaches an agreement with Turkey" (Begcecanli, 2020). 

Egyptian opposing figures who are living abroad, like Tarek al-Zumar, the former chairman of 

the Building and Development Party, and Osama Rushdie defined Egypt's agreement with Greece as 

null and void (Daily Sabah, 2020). They claimed that this agreement is very dangerous for the strategic 

interests, historical rights of Egypt and the agreement on the delimitation of maritime jurisdictions means 

that Egypt not only relinquishes its exclusive economic zone, hundreds of billions of dollars and natural 

resources in that region but also eliminates the chance to exploit resources from other regions in the 

future (Topcu, 2020). So, this example illustrates that states can follow materially irrational politics to 

provide ontological security needs. In this regard, cognitively these are rational. Also, the security 

dilemma deepening between Turkey and Egypt due to ontological insecurities has the potential to 

preclude a solution at least in the short term. Because, in this case, the security dilemma as a socialization 
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process is more likely to turn into a learned/internalized identical code for both countries. In this regard, 

even for the actors, less likely but the continuation of this security dilemma can also be preferable in the 

long term to provide their ontological security needs. 

 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper, current relations between Turkey and Egypt have been tried to be analyzed in point 

of the ontological security theory. It is possible to explain these engorged relations with different IR 

perspectives. For instance, it can be argued that states' constant and inevitable goals such as survival, 

power maximization can be determined by the invisible hand of the systems themselves. So, it is possible 

to claim that foreign policies, particularly their balancing behaviors, can be originated from their material 

interests. However, in this case, the ontological security theory provides some plausible explanations 

which neglected or dwelled on rationalist IR theories. As in Mitzen argument, states are not only 

constituted with physical components like territory, land, etc. but also their cognitive integrities, desire 

to the continuation of their narratives are also very important parts of states. In this regard, the ontological 

security theory is providing an eligible floor to analyze the foreign policy efforts of states.  

It is obvious that mistrustful relations between Turkey and Egypt are affecting their foreign policy 

behaviors. Their threat perceptions against each other also affect their alliance formations. According to 

Walt, intentions of another state are one of the basic components of states' evaluation of a threat (Walt, 

1985: 9-12). So, ontological insecurity among Turkey and Egypt is also amplified mistrustful 

environment about each other's intentions.  

The question of how can a rapprochement can be possible in this environment is a very 

ambiguous and controversial topic. Although recently there are some rapprochement signals among 

nations, the main arguments of these normalization signals are firstly constituted around identical 

evocations and then necessities on realpolitik. Yasin Aktay, Turkish deputy chairman, stated that; 

"There are many reasons for cooperation, more than the causes of war and hostility 

between Egypt and Turkey. We will find that this separation between the two countries 

creates many opportunities for others and causes huge losses for the two countries and the 

Islamic world as a whole." "Therefore, the cooperation and solidarity of the two countries 

are inevitable, and they must do so sooner or later" (Sabreen, 2020). 

A peaceful solution can be seen as difficult in the short run due to the ontological insecurities of 

both states against each other. However, the meetings on some specific cases related to realpolitik issues 

can be understandable. Although the ontological security theory does not prioritize material 

interests/security over ontological security needs, it also accepts the material interests of states as a vital 

integral part of their security of beings. In this regard, Erdogan: "interviews with Egypt at the level of 

intelligence are such different, we can. There are no obstacles in any way, but the agreement with Greece 

has upset us'' (Euronews, 2020). 

On the other hand, in the side of Egypt, Mohammed Sabreen who is the general director of Al-

Ahram newspaper which is known as the most prominent newspaper of Egypt has penned an article in 

which he arrayed steps for rapprochement. According to him, the first step should be ''halting media 

campaigns while providing a platform for dialogue.'' In this manner, according to information taken by 

Kalabalık-Turkish Egypt Expert-(2020), el-Sisi gave instructions to Egypt's national press to reduce 

criticisms and negative broadcasts about Turkey and president Erdogan, and this call partially has been 

effective. For Sabreen, the second step should be ''stop commenting on each party's internal affairs, 

instead stating explicitly that only the people decide their fate, whoever rules them'' and the third ''if 

these steps start quickly, we can start discussing the most important issue, which is the Muslim 
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Brotherhood'' and the following steps are generally on cooperation in specific issues like terrorism, the 

East-Med, economy, regional peace topics (Sabreen, 2020). So, it is clear that ontological security issues 

are still keeping their significant position in the relations. 

Within all these processes, it is obvious that ontological security is a very big matter for both. In 

this case, clearly understood that threats against states' self-narratives, cognitive routines preclude 

normalization of relations, at least in the short term. Within the realist frame, states possibly will try to 

rapprochement to reach their material interests, but beyond any doubt, ontological (in)security issues are 

going to be put on the table. 
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